Maintenance and
Cleaning Products
K.O. Kills Odors!

Eliminates holding tank odors at their source. K.O. works when nothing else will!
• Odor-killing bacteria digests liquids, solid waste and paper
• Does not require adding “tissue digesters” or other “boosters” to be effective
• Safe in any waste tank system
• A small amount of K.O. can easily keep a boat odor-free between pumpouts
• A safe, non-chemical and nonpolluting product

C.P.

Cleans Potties!

B.C.

Bilge Cleaner!

C.U.

Cleans Up!

Eliminates the worst raw odors from the intake line without brushing. C.P. is the only bowl
cleaner that can be combined with K.O.
• The first bowl cleaner to combine a specialized strain of bacteria with 100% biodegradable
cleaning agents
• Leaves toilet bowls, sparkling clean, Can also be used to clean sinks and showers
• A safe, non-chemical and nonpolluting product that Destroys odors on contact
• Eliminates the need to use bleach and other toxic chemicals to sanitize heads

B. C. is an outstanding bilge and engine cleaner!
• Emulsifies grease, oil and sludge
• Removes slime, dirt, bacteria, fungi and molds
• Nonpolluting and safe on any surface

C. U. is a heavy duty marine cleaner for hulls and decks!
• Removes dirt, grime, mildew and exhaust stains
• Cleans up bird and spider droppings
• Nonpolluting and safe on any colorfast surface

R.C.

Raritan Concentrate

R.C. Raritan Concentrate is a toilet deodorant and lubricant
• Emulsifies materials that cause odors associated with raw water use
• Recommended for Atlantes ADS,Crown Head deodorant bottle and TWK
• Not for use with K.O.

K.O.

KILLS ODORS!

K.O. Is Not A Chemical Product.
K.O. utilizes live, odor-killing bacteria which digest liquids, solid
waste and paper, totally emulsifying them so there’s no need to
add “tissue digesters” or other “boosters” to your system. The
bacteria in K.O. actually neutralize the odor-causing elements in
waste, effectively converting the contents of your holding tank to
an odor-free product.

K.O. Is More Effective Than Any Chemical Or Enzyme
Product.
Chemicals only mask odor temporarily. Although they kill odorcausing bacteria, chemicals also kill other bacteria that suppress
odor. Chemicals can actually cause the odor problems you’re trying
to solve!
Enzymes stimulate the breakdown of waste already in the tank, but
are not effective against odor, and are diluted by new waste as it’s
added. You need only four ounces of K.O. per 25 gallon tank
capacity. There is seldom any need to add K.O. between pumpouts, nor do you need to pump out until the tank is full, making
K.O. less expensive to use than lower-priced products. Unlike
chemicals, the discharge from tanks treated with K.O. is welcome
in on-shore sewer and septic tank systems.

C.P.

CLEANS POTTIES!

C.P. Is Like No Other Toilet Bowl Cleaner.
It’s the first bowl cleaner to combine a specialized strain of bacteria
with 100% biodegradable cleaning agents specifically designed to
make the bowl shine like never before and keep the entire system
odor-free, while maintaining the bioactive environment essential
to odor control in your holding tank.

C.P. Destroys Odors On Contact As It Cleans.
Just squirt a little C.P. under the rim of the toilet bowl. Stains, soil,
and odor – even the worst raw water odors from the intake line –
just disappear, usually without brushing. C.P. eliminates the need
to use bleach and other toxic chemicals to sanitize your toilet
bowl. Use C.P. to clean sinks, showers and basins too! It leaves
them sparkling clean and fresh-smelling.
C.P. Is The Only Bowl Cleaner That Can Be Combined With
K.O.
Other toilet bowl cleaners use chemicals. Because C.P. is a bioactive
cleaner that uses no chemicals, it won’t kill the bacteria in K.O.

B.C.

BILGE CLEANER!

B.C. Leaves Your Bilge As Clean And As CleanSmelling As When Your Boat Was New.
B.C. emulsifies oil, grease, dirt and sludge better than any
competing bilge cleaner, deodorizing as it cleans. Since B.C. has
no odor of its own, you’re left with a fresh-smelling bilge as well
as a clean one.

B.C. Cleans Engines Too!
The dirtiest engines and engine parts come clean as new with just
a spray and a wipe or a few minute’s soak in B.C. and water.

B.C. Cleans Grills And Teakwood, Too!
Keep some in the galley and in the kitchen at home. You’ll love
it!
B.C. is safe to use on any colorfast surface or material. It won’t
harm gelcoat, fiberglass, wood, varnish, aluminum, vinyl, plastic,
steel, most paints or anything else including your hands. We do
recommend you wear rubber gloves, though, especially if your
skin is sensitive or you plan to have your hands in B.C. for more
than a few minutes.

C.U.

CLEANS UP!

C.U. Cleans Up Everything – Even Bird And Spider
Droppings.
C. U. removes dirt, grime, exhaust stains, that impossible black
streak at the water line and yes – even spider droppings on
decks, hulls, canvas, sails, upholstery and deck furniture. Even
fenders and power cords come shining clean with a minimum
of effort using C.U. Unlike other cleaners, C.U. contains no
harmful solvents or alkali. C.U. will not harden vinyl.

C.U. Removes Mildew.
C.U. will remove more mildew stain than anything
except bleach. It will completely remove mildew from
all non-fabric surfaces. C.U., unlike cleaners which
contain phosphates, also retards mildew from
returning.
C.U. is safe to use on any colorfast surface or material,
including varnish, most paints, fabrics and aluminum.

R.C.

RARITAN CONCENTRATE

R.C. Raritan Concentrate - the best way to
eliminate the odors associated with raw water intake
toilets
Raw water intake can be a major source of odors in toilet
systems, the odor comes from sealife decaying in the lines and
bowl. Raritan Concentrate is designed to help prevent the
rotten egg smell from occuring by treating the incoming water.
It can be used with the Crown Head tank, Atlantes Deodorant
system (ADS) or the Toilet Water Kit (TWK).
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